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within the culture of Robert Mapplethorpe and Tom Bianchi, seashore celebrates either the male
nude and the pleasures Beach of friendship on a summer's day.David Morgan's striking images
of the male determine were showing in manhattan urban for over a decade-on posters and get
together invitations, prints and greeting cards, in addition to in a number of magazines. Now
Morgan has introduced his digital camera to the seashore and focussed it on younger males at
play, gamboling one of the elements, having fun with the sun, sand and sea, whereas
embodying Whitman's "dear love of comrades" with a panache that might have extremely joyful
previous Walt. those photographs have a sunny sexuality and a sly humor, whereas exuding an
easy pleasure at being alive and at the seashore on an ideal summer season day.The spouse
tale by way of Ernesto Mestre-Reed captures in awesome language the lyricism and actual
pleasure that irradiate Morgan's photographs, making seashore a contrapuntal get together of
the magic circle of male camaraderie.
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